
 

 

ARCH CAPE DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY DISTRICT 

MINUTES 

 
15 June 2018 

 
 
A quorum was present. 
 

Water Board:  Ron Schiffman, Vice-President 
   Debra Birkby, Treasurer 
   Linda Murray  
   Dan Seifer 
 
Excused Absent: Virginia Birkby, President 
    
Sanitary Board: Casey Short (non-voting) 

Darr Tindall (non-voting) 
    
    
Public:   Rick Gardner 

Ben Dair, Sustainable Northwest 
   Mike Manzulli 

David and Jeannie Stockton 
    
    
Staff:   Phil Chick, District Manager 
   Steve Hill, Secretary 
    
 
Mr. Ron Schiffman opened the meeting at 6:03pm. 
 
 

Public Comments:  Mr. Rick Gardner asked about the potential purchase price of the proposed 
watershed property and how the valuation would be determined.  Mr. Schiffman responded that the 
district had applied for a federal grant for the watershed purchase but were unsure at this stage what 
additional funds if any would be required.  He added that Schwabe Law was acting pro bono on the 
district’s behalf and that we hoped to move forward with Ecotrust and the North Coast Land 
Conversancy with the $55K provided for in the 2018-19 budget for a timber cruise and appraisal.   
Mr. Seifer said that the previously developed long range financial plan was useful but didn’t address 
the potential watershed purchase and that no conclusion could be drawn from this document into the 
future beyond next year.   
 

Agenda:  Change compensation policy and auditor search to Action on the agenda.  Mr. Seifer 
moved acceptance of the agenda as modified which was seconded by Ms. Murray.  All in favor.  
Motion carried. 
 
Consent Agenda:  Hold the minutes.  Ms. Debra Birkby moved adoption of the consent agenda as 
amended which was seconded by Ms. Murray.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 
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Old Business: 
 

Watershed Update:   

 
 EFM Non-Disclosure Agreement:  (Information)  Changes requested in the agreement 
(attached) related to being a public agency but were felt to not necessarily go far enough to clearly 
allow the district to use information about the acquisition to be shared with the community in efforts 
to obtain support.  Mr. Chick said he would reach out to EFM to address these concerns. 
 
 Silvia Terra Timber Cruise Contract:  (Action)  Mr. Chick said the proposed contract 
would provide a cruise assessment utilizing imaging and software at a reduced cost to an on the 
ground timber cruise.  Mr. Ben Dair offered that it was accepted and valued technology presently 
being used by Weyerhaeuser.   
 
Mr. Seifer moved execution of the contract (attached) which was seconded by Ms. Debra Birkby.  
All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
 Joint Finance Plan Development – Outline Draft:  (Information)  Mr. Chick reported that 
he was working with Jon Wickersham and Ben Dair from Sustainable Northwest on a Finance Plan 
document between the North Coast Land Conversancy and the district that would guide future 
efforts.  Mr. Ben Dair provided an outline (attached) and said that he had experience with these plans 
and would work with Mr. Chick. 
 

 Outreach Coordinator Position RFP:  (Information)  Mr. Chick said that the RFP 
(attached) would be advertised in the Daily Astorian in addition to being shown on our web site and 
that he would report back to the board on its progress. 
  
Auditor Search:  (Action)  Ms. Birkby said she would wish to know what we would be charged for 
consultation services if required by the district before approving a contract.   
 
Mr. Short moved that the Accuity engagement letter (attached) and contract (attached) be executed 
which was seconded by Ms. Tindall.  Mr. Schiffman, Mr. Seifer and Ms. Murray voted yes.  Ms. 
Debra Birkby voted no.  Motion carried. 
 

Fire Suppression Line Connection:  (Information)  Mr. Chick reported that he had spoken to 
Manzanita which at this point hadn’t developed a policy.  They didn’t anticipate charging a system 
development charge (SDC).  He added that Mr. Vito Cerelli would not require a four (4”) inch line 
connection for his project.  The City of Bend has a fire suppression policy, no SDC but a monthly 
service charge.  Arch Cape is responsible for the connection to the property line and the customer is 
responsible beyond that point. 
 
Mr. Chick recommended that we have no SDC charge but establish a resolution for fire suppression 
support and make a monthly charge to cover maintenance and meter reading.  He added that Curt 
McLeod of CMI also recommended that the district not make an SDC charge. 
 
Consideration was given to consultation with counsel regarding this type of connection and division 
of responsibility at installation and ongoing maintenance.  
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Compensation Policy:  (Information)  Ms. Debra Birkby moved adoption of RES 18-06 WD 
Compensation Policy Amendment (attached) which was seconded by Mr. Seifer.  All in favor.  
Motion carried. 
 
New Business:    
 

Planning Update – Second Source, Asbury Water Right Certification & Master Plan:  
(Information)  Mr. Chick reported that with the failure to find water with the exploratory well the 
project is closed out.  The final IFA reimbursement request will be made soon. 
 
CMI will provide a cost estimate for pursuing certification of water right for Asbury Creek.  He 
added that the master plan was thirteen years old but according to CMI there was no need to update 
this document. 
 
Officer Elections:  (Information)   Mr. Schiffman indicated that he would be affected with his term 
coming up in the sanitary district and that Ms. Virginia Birkby’s term is up in the water district.  Ms. 
Debra Birkby is up for election as treasurer.  Two, two year terms are the established limit. 
 

Resolution 18-04 WD Budget Appropriation 2018-19:  (Action)   
 

Public Hearing:  Mr. Schiffman opened a public hearing at 7:34pm to take questions and 
comments from the public and hearing none closed the proceeding at 7:36pm. 
 

Mr. Seifer moved approval of RES 18-04 WD Budget Appropriation for 2018-19 as 
approved by the budget committee (attached) which was seconded by Ms. Debra Birkby.  All in 
favor.  Motion carried.  No reference was made to the long range financial plan. 
 
Ratification of Vice President Action in Absence of President:  (Action)   Ms. Debra Birkby 
moved ratification of Mr. Ron Schiffman’s actions on behalf of the district in the absence of the 
President, Ms. Virginia Birkby which was seconded by Mr. Seifer.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
Resolution 18-05 WD 2017-18 Budget Amendment:  (Action)  Mr. Seifer moved approval of RES 
18-05 WD (attached) amending the 2017-18 budget which was seconded by Ms. Debra Birkby.  All 
in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
 
Reports: 
 
Accounts Receivable:    Water district receivables were reported to be in excellent condition.   
 
District Managers Report:  (attached)  Mr. Chick said that May was the second driest on record.  
He expressed thanks to Mr. Hill for his work during the budgeting process and said he would 
forward a letter of appreciation to the community members of the budget committee. 
 
Treasurer’s Report:   All accounts were reported to be balanced. 
 
Board of Directors’ Comments and Reports:  None. 
 





CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 

This Confidentiality Agreement (this “Agreement”) is made this 18th day of May, 2018, 

by  and between Ecotrust Forest Management, Inc., an Oregon corporation (“EFM”), and Arch 

Cape  Domestic Water Supply District (“Buyer”)  

RECITALS 

A.  EFM manages property in Oregon depicted on attached Exhibit A (the 

  “Property”).  

B.  The parties have engaged in preliminary discussions concerning a possible 

 purchase and sale of the Property (the “Potential Transaction”).  

C.  In connection with the foregoing, EFM is willing to provide Buyer access to the 

 Property and certain information relating to the Property.  

AGREEMENT 

Now therefore, in consideration of the mutual promises between the parties contained in 

 this Agreement, the parties agree as follows:  

1.  All data, records, reports, calculations, documents, and other information 

 previously provided or hereafter provided by EFM to Buyer related to the Property, or its 

 operations, written or oral and whether or not noted thereon to be confidential, and all 

 information obtained by Buyer’s inspection of the Property, and all compilations, analyses and 

 studies prepared by Buyer based upon such information, shall be considered as “Confidential 

 Information,” except: (a) information which at the date hereof is publicly available; (b) 

 information which after the date hereof becomes publicly available through no fault of Buyer, or 

 their Representatives or advisors; (c) information which Buyer can show was in their possession 

 prior to the date hereof and was not acquired by Buyer directly or indirectly from EFM or any 

 other party under an obligation of confidentiality to EFM; and (d) information received by Buyer 

 without restriction as to disclosure from a third party who has the lawful right to disclose the 

 same.  

2.  Buyer agrees that the Confidential Information will be used solely for the purpose 

 of evaluating the Potential Transaction, and that such information will be kept confidential by 

 Buyer and its Representatives (defined below); provided, however, that (i) the Confidential 

 Information may be disclosed to any of Buyer’s Representatives who need to know such 

 information for the purpose of evaluating the Potential Transaction (it being understood and 

 agreed that such Representatives shall be informed by Buyer of the confidential nature of such 

 information and the terms of this Agreement and shall be directed by Buyer to treat such 

 information confidentially), and (ii) any disclosure of such information may be made to which 

 EFM consents in advance in writing.  Buyer agrees that Buyer shall be responsible for any 

breach  of the terms of this Agreement by any of its Representatives.  As used in this Agreement, 

(1) the  term “Representative” means a person’s affiliates and its and their directors, officers, 

employees,  agents, advisors (including, without limitation, financial advisors, foresters, forest 



carbon consultants, counsel and accountants), lenders, and  controlling persons, and (2) the term 

“person” shall be broadly interpreted to include, without  limitation, any entity or individual.  

3.  Buyer assumes all risks associated with entry upon or inspection of the Property. 

 Buyer hereby waives any and all claims they may now or hereafter have against EFM, known or 

 unknown, of any kind or nature including without limitation personal injury or property damage, 

 arising out of or related to entry upon or inspection of the Property in connection with the 

 Potential Transaction, except claims that may arise from the gross negligence or willful 

misconduct of EFM or its employees, agents, consultants, contractors, or  Representatives.  

4.  Buyer hereby agrees to indemnify EFM, its affiliated companies, and their 

 respective officers, members, directors and agents against and hold them harmless  from any and 

all loss, liability claims, damages, cost or expense, including reasonable attorneys  fees and costs 

of litigation, suffered or incurred by either or any of them, and arising out of or  related to entry 

upon the Property by Buyer or its employees, agents, consultants, contractors, or 

 Representatives.  

5.  EFM specifically disclaims any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or 

 completeness of any information disclosed to Buyer.  

6.  Buyer shall not, and shall not permit its Representatives to, reproduce or disclose 

 any Confidential Information received from EFM, or any other Confidential Information 

obtained  by contacting EFM’s designated representatives, or by viewing or making studies of 

any of the  Property, to any third person, in whole or in part, at any time, without the express 

written  permission of EFM.  In the event that Buyer or any of its Representatives receive a 

request to  disclose all or any part of the Confidential Information under the terms of a subpoena, 

discovery  request, or order issued by a court of competent jurisdiction or by another 

governmental agency,  Buyer shall promptly notify EFM of the existence, terms and circumstance 

surrounding such  request so that EFM may seek an appropriate protective order and/or waive 

compliance with the  provisions hereof. If, in the absence of a protective order or the receipt of a 

waiver hereunder,  Buyer or any of its Representatives are nonetheless, in the opinion of counsel, 

compelled to  disclose the Confidential Information or else stand liable for contempt or suffer 

other censure or  penalty, Buyer or such Representative may disclose only such portion of the 

Confidential  Information they are advised by counsel is legally required to be disclosed. Buyer 

further agrees  that Buyer or such Representatives will use its best efforts to preserve the 

confidentiality of the  Confidential Information, including, without limitation, by cooperating 

with EFM in its efforts to  obtain reliable assurance that confidential treatment will be afforded to 

such portion of the  Confidential Information as is required to be disclosed.  

7.  If the parties agree not to pursue the Potential Transaction with respect to the 

 Property, Buyer shall return to EFM all information concerning the Property provided by EFM 

 and not retain any copies.  

8.  Without the prior written consent of the other party, neither Buyer, EFM nor any 

 of their officers, employees, agents and Representatives will disclose to any person or entity that 

 any investigations, discussions or negotiations are taking place concerning the Potential 

Transaction  between the Buyer and EFM, that Buyer and EFM are considering a transaction 
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concerning the  Property, that the Buyer and EFM have entered into this Agreement, or the status 

of the Potential  Transaction. Buyer and EFM understand and agree that no contract or agreement 

regarding a  transaction (other than this Agreement) shall be deemed to exist between them unless 

and until a  definitive agreement has been executed and delivered. Unless and until such a 

definitive agreement  has been executed and delivered, neither party has a legal obligation of any 

kind whatsoever with  respect to any transaction except for matters specifically agreed to in this 

Agreement.  

9.  The parties agree that facsimile or electronic mail signatures are authorized and 

shall be binding to  the same extent as an original signature.  

10.  The rights and obligations of the parties under or relating to this Agreement shall 

 be governed by the laws of the State of Oregon (without regard to choice of law provisions). In 

 the event suit or action is filed by any party to enforce this Agreement or with respect to a breach 

 of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover, in addition to all other costs, 

 damages and awards, its reasonable attorney fees at trial, and upon any appeal and petitions for 

 review and any bankruptcy and insolvency proceeding.  

11.  This Agreement will terminate three years from the date hereof.  

12.  This Agreement contains the entire understanding of the parties relative to the 

 protection of Confidential Information, and the other matters addressed herein and supersedes  all 

prior collateral communications, if any, between the parties regarding the Confidential 

 Information, such other information and such other matters.  No amendment or other 

 modification or waiver of any provision hereof shall be binding unless in writing and signed by 

 you and the Company or unless signed by the party to be bound.  

ARCH CAPE DOMESTIC WATER 

SUPPLY DISTRICT 

By:       

Its:       

ECOTRUST FOREST MANAGEMENT, INC. 

By:       

Its:       
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This Statement of Work "SOW"  is effective June 7, 2018 "SOW Effective Date"  between 
SilviaTerra LLC "Contractor" or ST  and Arch Cape Domestic Water Supply District 
"Contractee" or AC .  

 
 
Phil, 
 
As you requested, I have put together this Statement of Work describing how we can assist AC 
with the 2,009 acre property in coastal Oregon. The property is composed of 2 units, Phase-3: 
1,426 acres and Easement: 583 acres. As we discussed, we propose to design an imagery 
assisted inventory that will provide stand-level volume estimates for all stands, as well as top 
level design-unbiased plots only  and model-assisted plots +imagery  estimates for each of the 2 
units in the area of interest. This inventory will be designed with the express intent of providing 
information appropriate for an appraisal of the property in total or by unit. The resulting stand 
level estimates may be used to plan management activities. 
 
We anticipate the design will call for ~255 plots,  which is less than half of what would otherwise 
be needed using unassisted inventory methods. 
 
 
I'm looking forward to working with you. 
 
Zack Parisa, President 
717.884.8733 | zack@silviaterra.com 
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CruiseBoost 
 

 

 

Total basal area "heatmap" 
  

The CruiseBoost inventory process is similar to a double sample. First, cruisers collect ground 
plot measurements - like a traditional cruise, but with far fewer plots. Those field measurements 
are paired up with individual pixels from multiple different types of remotely-sensed images 
spectral imagery, radar, and digital elevation models . This allows ST to calculate relationships 
between the remotely-sensed data and the actual sizes and species of trees on the ground. ST 
uses these relationships to calculate plot-level information for all of the unmeasured areas and 
then aggregates the data into a stand-level inventory. 
 
Imagery selected for each project is context-specific. In most projects we typically use Landsat-8, 
NAIP, and SRTM/ASTER based digital elevation models. We also often use Palsar-2, Radarsat-2, 
and Sentinel-1 radar and imagery from other high resolution spectral satellites such as SPOT, 
Planet Labs and Urthecast.   
 
Using imagery to predict inventory for the areas between plots - areas which are not otherwise 
measured - enables us to identify and account for high and low volume areas. You can use fewer 
plots and get better results.  
 
Estimates of characteristics like height and stem quality / defect  are made using a multi-step 
process. For each species, we use the available plot data collected in nearby areas that are 
similar in structure and species composition. These are used as training data to fit a model and 
generate estimates for all trees in the final inventory. 
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Technical Expertise 
 

 
Our biometric experts are at the forefront of solving some of the toughest challenges in forest 
inventory today and frequently speak at national and regional biometrics conferences. Our 
experience in large-scale geospatial computation enables us to develop tailored solutions to 
AC's unique forest inventory challenges. 
 
We're excited to work with you to inventory AC's forest. Our collaboration will produce better 
data that informs better decisions and ultimately results in more efficient and sustainable 
operations for AC in coastal Oregon. 

 

 

Zack Parisa, MFS is the founder and president of 
SilviaTerra. In his work with forestry companies in the US 
and abroad, Zack observed discrepancies in inventory 
practices across the industry and saw situations where 
millions of dollars were lost because of poor information. In 
response, Zack developed and patented a new process 
which uses remotely-sensed imagery to make cruising far 
more efficient.  
 
A forester and biometrician by training, Zack has spent the 
past 10 years helping forest managers acquire, organize, 
and analyze information about their forests. Zack believes 
that combining the ideas of the great biometricians with 
modern technology can spur a dramatic improvement in 
forest management. He earned a BS in Forestry from 
Mississippi State University and a Masters of Forest Science 
from the Yale School of Forestry. 
 

 

Nan Pond, PhD is the Lead Biometrician at SilviaTerra. She 
manages the biometrics team and coordinates the 
operations and development efforts needed to deliver 
inventory data to SilviaTerra's clients. She specializes 
technically in remote sensing applications to forest 
measurements, and modeling of forest structure and 
composition. 
 
Nan studied forestry at SUNY ESF and earned a PhD in 
Forest Science from Michigan Technological University.  She 
completed postdoctoral research on remote sensing and 
modeling of forest change before coming to SilviaTerra. 
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Brian Clough, PhD is a Forest Biometrician at SilviaTerra. 
He conducts statistical analyses on client projects, and 
contributes to the development of new systems to improve 
SilviaTerra's inventory workflow. Brian's expertise is in 
designing hierarchical statistical models that link multiple 
forestry datasets, and he has over a decade of experience in 
forest biometrics in both industry and academia. He has a 
PhD in Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources from 
Rutgers University and is originally from New Jersey. 

 

Henry Rodman, MS is a Forest Biometrician at SilviaTerra. 
He conducts statistical analysis for a variety of forest 
inventory and resource assessment applications, and 
contributes to the development of new systems to improve 
SilviaTerra's inventory workflow. Henry specializes in 
analyzing geospatial forest inventory data for timber 
inventories and carbon accounting projects. He grew up in 
Davis, CA and earned a BS in Forest Resources at the 
University of Minnesota followed by a MS in Forest 
Biometrics at Oregon State University. 

 

Max Nova is the co-founder and head of business 
development at SilviaTerra. He helps design, build, and 
implement solutions to our clients' most important forest 
inventory challenges. An expert in cloud, mobile, and 
geospatial technology, Max brings over 12 years of 
development experience to the SilviaTerra team.  He speaks 
regularly at national and regional conferences on forest 
inventory technology and best practices.  Born and raised in 
Louisville, KY, Max has a degree in computer science from 
Yale University. 
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Charlie Wade, MS is a Forest Technologist at SilviaTerra. 
Charlie leads Plot Hound and Canopy development and 
provides project support to the biometrics team. He is able 
to leverage his wide range of experience in operational 
forestry to help design products that meet foresters needs. 
Charlie is most excited about developing new tools that 
allow foresters to be more efficient in their work. 
 
Charlie received both a BS and MS in forestry from Virginia 
Tech, with a concentration in forest operations. His career 
has included timber procurement and forest land 
management consulting.  

 

Mike Holkesvik is the Chief Technology Officer at 
SilviaTerra. He helps the operations team scale their forestry 
solutions by building cloud and mobile software 
infrastructure. Prior to joining SilviaTerra, Mike worked as a 
software engineer at the real estate company Redfin where 
his team supported thousands of home transactions and 
millions of web visitors. He is originally from South Dakota 
and received a degree in Computer Science from Yale 
University. 
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Remote Sensing Imagery 
 

 
There is no "silver bullet" when it comes to remote-sensing and forest inventory. Different types 
of remotely sensed imagery have different strengths and weaknesses when it comes to 
characterizing  forest structure and determining species composition. Besides sensor type, there 
are also issues of spatial and temporal resolution to consider. SilviaTerra specializes in selecting 
and analyzing an ensemble of images to develop the most cost-effective solution to the question 
at hand. For our work together in Oregon, we plan to use the following types of remotely-sensed 
imagery: 
 

 

Radar is an active sensor that reflects 
differently based on the volume and structure 
of timber in an area. There are a number of 
satellite providers. 
 

 
Detects:       Diameter distribution 
Resolution:  ~10 meters 
Frequency:  monthly 
Platform:      satellite 

 

 

Landsat is a government satellite with an 
archive that stretches back decades. By using 
images from the spring and fall, SilviaTerra 
can capitalize on differences in rates of bud 
break and senescence to identify different 
species.  
 

 
Detects:       Species composition 
Resolution:  15 meters pan-sharpened  
Frequency:  monthly 
Platform:      satellite 
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Sentinel-2 is a European  satellite with a 
similar spectral and spatial resolution as 
Landsat. SilviaTerra uses Landsat and 
Sentinel-2 interchangeably. 
 

 
Detects:       Species composition 
Resolution:  10 meters 
Frequency:  weekly 
Platform:      satellite 

 

 

NAIP is short for the National Agricultural 
Imagery Program. Flown every few years, NAIP 
imagery is high-resolution spectral imagery that 
is great for determining the variation or 
uniformity of each forested area. 

Detects:       Forest structure 
Resolution:  1 meter 
Frequency:  2-3 years 
Platform:      aerial 
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Microsatellite platforms are a recent 
development that open up new possibilities in 
forest inventory. There are a number of 
companies that operate constellations of 
hundreds of microsatellites with spectral 
sensors - Planet Labs is the most well known. 
Some providers are nearing daily coverage of 
the entire US. 
 

 
Detects:       Forest structure 
Resolution:  4 meters 
Frequency:  daily to weekly 
Platform:      satellite 

 

 

DEM stands for Digital Elevation Model. 
There are a number of sources for this 
information and SilviaTerra generally uses the 
NED 10-meter product although we can also 
use LiDAR DEMs if available. From the DEM, 
we calculate site attributes like slope, aspect, 
and topographic index. 
 

 
Detects:       Characteristics of site 
Resolution:  10 meters 
Frequency:  N/A 
Platform:      satellite / aerial 
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Sampling Design and Built-in Verification 
 

 
One of the benefits of SilviaTerra's CruiseBoost sampling design is that it uses a probability 
based sample with a conventional grid of plots. This has several important benefits: 
 

1. Property-level estimates of basal area, volume, etc. can be worked up just like a normal 
cruise with no satellite imagery. CruiseBoost reveals how that basal area is distributed 
across the property, "filling in the gaps" between the plots and tightening up the inventory 
precision. 

2. CruiseBoost is easy to adopt because your cruisers don't have to change their sampling 
method - they just measure fewer plots in a less dense grid. 

 
In consultation with AC, SilviaTerra's biometricians will design a sampling strategy that maximizes 
inventory ROI by focusing on areas where precise information is the most valuable.  By selecting 
a subset of stands proportional to their value and appropriate precision, SilviaTerra can 
concentrate the fieldwork while maintaining completely conventional property-level numbers. 
 
SilviaTerra has an extensive suite of validation tests and diagnostics that are run for each project. 
The most important of these is our "bootstrap" validation process. This helps answer the 
question, "How well does CruiseBoost predict inventory in unmeasured areas?" 
 
The bootstrap validation works on a simple principle. We set aside the plots from one of the 
cruised stands. We build the CruiseBoost predictive models using the remaining plots and then 
predict the inventory for the stand that was held out. We compare our predictions to what was 
actually cruised and see how CruiseBoost performed. 
 
By holding out one stand at a time, we develop a metric for how CruiseBoost performs in 
different forest conditions. The figure below is a typical bootstrap diagnostic plot. It shows the 
cruise-based basal area confidence intervals for a number of stands and compares it to the 
SilviaTerra CruiseBoost confidence interval. Horizontal lines that touch the area between the two 
dotted lines represent stands where the CruiseBoost and traditional cruise estimates align. 
 
In this particular figure, we see that the CruiseBoost estimates for the high basal area stands are 
spot on. We observe some issues in prediction for less valuable lower basal area stands. This 
was due to a well-known and manageable issue - the use of variable radius plots significantly 
increases the variability in small diameter stems. The use of bootstrap diagnostic plots like this 
can give forest managers confidence that the CruiseBoost process is delivering reliable results 
and can highlight problem areas. 
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Using the same "bootstrap" style approach is useful for assessing performance for species 
prediction.  Below is a diagnostic chart that details the species observed in the cruise left  vs. the 
species predicted by CruiseBoost right . 
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Project Timeline & Deliverables 
 

 
1. Upon project initiation, AC will send ST: 

a. a clean shapefile of stand and unit boundaries to be used for analysis 
b. a detailed description of merchantability specifications and volume estimation 

method 
c. an example of the desired output format 

2. Within 2 weeks of project initiation: 
a. ST acquires satellite imagery for the area of interest 
b. ST confers with AC inventory staff to finalize sampling strategy, including relative 

inclusion probabilities of stand types and lay out plot grids. The design will be a 
two-stage with unequal probability at the first stage where stands are selected 
with probability proportional to the expected standing volume  and equal 
probability at the second stage  a grid of plots within each selected stand . 

c. Deliverable: Plot locations and cruise specification for AC to cruise 
3. AC coordinates the cruise the specified plots and sends cruise data to ST 
4. Within 4 weeks of receiving all of the plot data: 

a. ST pairs the plot data with the satellite imagery to develop predictive models 
b. ST predicts tree lists for each stand within the area of interest. Each tree record 

will include: 
i. Species 
ii. Diameter 
iii. Total Height 
iv. Merchantable Volume 

c. Deliverable: ST generates 1/20 acre resolution "heatmaps" for basal area, 
trees-per-acre, and product volumes 

d. Deliverable: ST generates a summary stand table at the Property level, Strata 
level, Unit level,  and Stand level in AC’s desired format. 

 
Note: Any changes to the input plot data or project area will require an additional 3 weeks to start 
the process over and conduct all necessary quality assurance checks. 
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Project Validation
 

 
SilviaTerra will employ a series of quality control steps throughout the modeling process to 
evaluate the efficacy of modeling approaches and detect errors and anomalous results. These 
include evaluations of: 
 
  1  Image processing - visual evaluation of processed images 
  2  Plot data 

● Plot measurements are paired with plot location information. 
● Plot values are checked to match the cruise protocol. 
● Height and diameter ranges are reviewed by species to detect any incorrect 

species identifications based on ecologically reasonable expectations. 
Questions about individual plots will be sent to AC as necessary. 

  3  Models and estimates 
● All modeling approaches are reviewed by at least two SilviaTerra biometricians to 

ensure statistical rigor. 
● Stand-level treelists are evaluated to ensure auxiliary variable predictions are 

reasonable in final form. 
● Rasterized heatmaps are reviewed against aerial imagery. 
● Stand-level summaries are generated and compared to aerial imagery.  
● Full project population-level  and stand-level estimates bootstrapped estimates 

are compared to cruise data. 
 
AC is responsible for providing ST with quality & correct data on which to run our analysis. 
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Fee for Services  
 

 
This engagement will be conducted on a fee for service basis. Contractee will pay to Contractor 
the fee net 30 days upon contract execution.  
 
SilviaTerra stands behind its work. If Contractee is not fully satisfied with the completed 
deliverables, SilviaTerra will refund the project fee. 
 

Item  Price/Acre  Acres  Price 

CruiseBoost   $2.00  1426  $2,852 

CruiseBoost - Half of Easement cost  $1.00  583  $583 

Cruise Data Reformatting  1 N/A  N/A  $239.02 

Total      $3,674.02 

 

Completion Criteria 
 

Contractor shall have fulfilled its obligations when any one of the following first occurs: 
Contractor accomplishes the activities described within this Proposal, including delivery to 
Contractee of the materials listed in the Section entitled Deliverables,  and Contractee accepts 
such activities and materials without unreasonable objections. No response from Contractee 
within 10-business days of deliverables being delivered by Contractor is deemed acceptance. 

 

Contact  
 

Zack Parisa  |  zack@silviaterra.com   |   717.884.8733 
 

 
 
 
 
___________________________ 
SilviaTerra 
Zack Parisa, President 
2443 Fillmore St. #380-1418 
San Francisco, CA 94115 

 
 
 
 
___________________________ 
Arch Cape Domestic Water Supply District 
Att: Phil Chick 
32065 East Shingle Mill Lane 
Arch Cape, OR 97102 

 

1 If Plot Hound is used for data collection or if NCLC inputs the data into Canopy, this fee will be waived 
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436 1st Avenue W | P.O. Box 1072 | Albany, Oregon 97321 

(541) 223-5555 | www.accuitycpas.com | Fax (541) 730-4420 

 
June 14, 2018 
 
 
Arch Cape Domestic Water Supply District 
32065 East Shingle Mill Lane 
Arch Cape, Oregon 97102 
 
This letter is to confirm our understanding of the terms and objectives of our engagement 
and the nature and limitations of the services we will provide to Arch Cape Domestic Water 
Supply District for the year ending June 30, 2018.  
 
We will prepare the modified cash basis financial statements of the governmental activities, 
each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information, including the related notes 
to the modified cash basis financial statements, and perform a review engagement with 
respect to those financial statements. 
 
Our Responsibilities 
 
The objective of our engagement is to— 
 
1) Prepare financial statements in accordance with the modified cash basis of accounting 

based on information provided by you, and 
 

2) Obtain limited assurance as a basis for reporting whether we are aware of any material 
modifications that should be made to the financial statements in order for them to be in 
accordance with the modified cash basis of accounting. 

 
We will conduct our review engagement in accordance with Statements on Standards for 
Accounting and Review Services promulgated by the Accounting and Review Services 
Committee of the AICPA and comply with applicable professional standards, including the 
AICPA’s Code of Professional Conduct, and its ethical principles of integrity, objectivity, 
professional competence, and due care, when preparing the financial statements and 
performing the review engagement. 
 
A review engagement includes primarily applying analytical procedures to your financial 
data and making inquiries of management. A review engagement is substantially less in 
scope than an audit engagement, the objective of which is the expression of an opinion 
regarding the financial statements as a whole.  
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A review engagement does not contemplate obtaining an understanding of the District’s 
internal control; assessing fraud risk; testing accounting records by obtaining sufficient 
appropriate audit evidence through inspection, observation, confirmation, or other 
examination of source documents; or other procedures ordinarily performed in an audit 
engagement. Accordingly, we will not express an opinion regarding the financial 
statements. 
 
Our engagement cannot be relied upon to identify or disclose any financial statement 
misstatements, including those caused by fraud or error, or to identify or disclose any 
wrongdoing within the District or noncompliance with laws and regulations. However, we 
will inform the appropriate level of management of any material errors and any evidence or 
information that comes to our attention during the performance of our review procedures 
that fraud may have occurred. In addition, we will inform you of any evidence or 
information that comes to our attention during the performance of our review procedures 
regarding any wrongdoing within the District or noncompliance with laws and regulations 
that may have occurred, unless they are clearly inconsequential. We have no responsibility 
to identify and communicate deficiencies or material weaknesses in your internal control as 
part of this engagement. 
 
We, in our sole professional judgment, reserve the right to refuse to perform any procedure 
or take any action that could be construed as assuming management responsibilities. 
 
Your Responsibilities 
 
The engagement to be performed is conducted on the basis that you acknowledge and 
understand that our role is to prepare financial statements in accordance with the modified 
cash basis of accounting and to obtain limited assurance as a basis for reporting whether we 
are aware of any material modifications that should be made to the financial statements in 
order for the statements to be in accordance with the modified cash basis of accounting. 
You have the following overall responsibilities that are fundamental to our undertaking the 
engagement in accordance with SSARS: 
 
1) The selection of the modified cash basis of accounting as the financial reporting 

framework to be applied in the preparation of the financial statements. 
 

2) The preparation and fair presentation of financial statements in accordance with the 
modified cash basis of accounting and the inclusion of all informative disclosures that 
are appropriate for the modified cash basis of accounting. 

 
3) The design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the 

preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements. 
 
4) The prevention and detection of fraud. 
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5) To ensure that the District complies with the laws and regulations applicable to its 
activities. 

 
6) The accuracy and completeness of the records, documents, explanations, and other 

information, including significant judgments, you provide to us for the engagement. 
 
7) To provide us with— 
 

• Access to all information of which you are aware is relevant to the preparation and 
fair presentation of the financial statements, such as records, documentation, and 
other matters. 
 

• Additional information that we may request from you for the purpose of the review 
engagement. 

 
• Unrestricted access to persons within the District of whom we determine it 

necessary to make inquiries. 
 
8) To provide us, at the conclusion of the engagement, with a letter that confirms certain 

representations made during the review. 
 

9) Including our review report in any document containing financial statements that 
indicates that we have performed a review engagement on such financial statements 
and, prior to inclusion of the report, to ask our permission to do so. 

 
You are also responsible for all management decisions and responsibilities and for 
designating an individual with suitable skills, knowledge, and experience to oversee our 
preparation of your financial statements. You are responsible for evaluating the adequacy 
and results of the services performed and accepting responsibility for such services. 
 
Our Report 
 
We will issue a written report upon completion of our review of Arch Cape Domestic Water 
Supply District’s financial statements. Our report will be addressed to the board of directors 
of Arch Cape Domestic Water Supply District. We cannot provide assurance that an 
unmodified accountant’s review report will be issued. Circumstances may arise in which it 
is necessary for us to report known departures from accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States of America, add an emphasis-of-matter or other-matter 
paragraph(s), or withdraw from the engagement. If, for any reason, we are unable to 
complete the review of your financial statements, we will not issue a report on such 
statements as a result of this engagement. 
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Other Relevant Information 
 
You are responsible for assuming all management responsibilities, and for overseeing any 
bookkeeping services or other services we provide by designing an individual, preferably 
within senior management, who possesses suitable skill, knowledge, or experience. In 
addition, you are responsible for evaluating the adequacy and results of the services 
performed and accepting responsibility for the results of such services. 
 
We may from time to time, and depending on the circumstances, use third-party service 
providers in serving your account. We may share confidential information about you with 
these service providers, but remain committed to maintaining the confidentiality and 
security of your information. Accordingly, we maintain internal policies, procedures, and 
safeguards to protect the confidentiality of your personal information. In addition, we will 
secure confidentiality agreements with all service providers to maintain the confidentiality 
of your information and we will take reasonable precautions to determine that they have 
appropriate procedures in place to prevent the unauthorized release of your confidential 
information to others. In the event that we are unable to secure an appropriate 
confidentiality agreement, you will be asked to provide your consent prior to the sharing of 
your confidential information with the third-party service provider. Furthermore, we will 
remain responsible for the work provided by any such third-party service providers. 
 
You are required to disclose in the financial statements the date through which subsequent 
events have been evaluated and whether that date is the date the financial statements were 
issued or were available to be issued. You agree that you will not date the subsequent event 
note earlier than the date of the management representation letter. 
 
With regard to the electronic dissemination of the financial statements, including financial 
statements published electronically on your website, you understand that electronic sites 
are a means to distribute information and, therefore, we are not required to read the 
information contained in these sites or to consider the consistency of other information in 
the electronic site with the original document.  
 
We expect to begin our review on August 27, 2018, and issue our report no later than 
December 31, 2018. Glen O. Kearns is the engagement partner and is responsible for 
supervising the engagement and signing the reports or authorizing another individual to 
sign them. 
 
To ensure that Accuity, LLC’s independence is not impaired under the AICPA Code of 
Professional Conduct, you agree to inform the engagement partner before entering into any 
substantive employment discussions with any of our personnel. 
 
Our fees for these services will be based on the value of the services rendered, plus out-of-
pocket expenses. We estimate that our fees for these services, including out-of-pocket costs 
(such as report reproduction, typing, postage, copies, or travel), will be $3,500 for the 
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review. The fee estimate is based on anticipated cooperation from your personnel and the 
assumption that unexpected circumstances will not be encountered during the engagement. 
If significant additional time is necessary, we will discuss it with you and arrive at a new 
fee estimate. Our invoices for these fees will be rendered each month as work progresses 
and are payable upon presentation. In accordance with our firm policies, work may be 
suspended if your account becomes 30 days or more overdue, and will not be resumed until 
your account is paid in full. If we elect to terminate our services for nonpayment, our 
engagement will be deemed to have been completed upon written notification of 
termination, even if we have not completed our report. You will be obligated to compensate 
us for all time expended and to reimburse us for all out-of-pocket expenditures through the 
date of termination.  
 
If you intend to publish or otherwise reproduce the financial statements and make reference 
to our firm, you agree to provide us with printers’ proofs or masters for our review and 
approval before printing. You also agree to provide us with a copy of the final reproduced 
material for our approval before it is distributed.  
 
If this engagement letter is written in support of any existing bid or contract, in case of any 
conflict between such agreement and this letter, this letter will control. 
 
If any of the above sections or clauses are held to be invalid for any reason, or are declared 
to be null and void, all other sections and clauses of this agreement shall remain valid, will 
not be nullified, and are hereby further affirmed.  
 
Venue of all matters arising from this agreement, this engagement, and subsequent 
engagements shall reside in Albany, Linn County, Oregon.  
 
Any dispute, controversy, or claim rising out of this agreement shall be settled by binding 
arbitration under the arbitration rules of the Linn County Circuit Court. There shall be one 
arbitrator selected from the Circuit Court Panel of Arbitrators and the proceeding shall 
follow the Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure. The arbitrator shall have the authority to 
award any remedy or relief that an Oregon court could order or grant, including, without 
limitation, specific performance of any obligation created under this agreement, the 
issuance of an injunction, or the imposition of sanctions for abuse or frustration of the 
arbitration process, except that the arbitrator shall not have authority to award punitive 
damages or any other amount for the purpose of imposing a penalty as opposed to 
compensating for actual damages suffered or loss incurred. With respect to any action 
relating to this agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover from the losing 
party its reasonable attorney’s fees, paralegal fees, expert fees, and all other fees, costs, and 
expenses actually incurred and reasonably necessary in connection with such action as 
determined by the arbitrator. 
 





 
 

REVIEW CONTRACT 

 

THIS CONTRACT, made this 14th day of June 2018, in accordance with the requirements of 

Oregon Revised Statutes 297.435 and Oregon Administrative Rules 162-040-020 through 162-

40-160 of the Minimum Standards for Reviews of Oregon Municipal Corporations between 

ACCUITY, LLC, Certified Public Accountants of Albany, Oregon and ARCH CAPE 

DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY DISTRICT, Arch Cape, Oregon, provides as follows: 

 

It hereby is agreed that ACCUITY, LLC shall conduct a review of the financial statement of 

ARCH CAPE DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY DISTRICT, Arch Cape, Oregon for the fiscal 

years ending June 30, 2018, 2019, and 2020, in accordance with Statements on Standards for 

Accounting and Review Services issued by the American Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants and in accordance with the Minimum Standards for Review of Oregon Municipal 

Corporations. The review shall be undertaken in order to express limited assurance upon the 

financial statements of ARCH CAPE DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY DISTRICT and to 

determine if the District has complied substantially with appropriate legal provisions. 

 

ACCUITY, LLC agrees that the services they have contracted to perform under this contract 

shall be rendered by them or under their personal supervision and that the work will be faithfully 

performed with care and diligence. 

 

It is understood and agreed that, should unusual conditions arise or be encountered during the 

course of the audit whereby the services of ACCUITY, LLC are necessary beyond the extent of 

the work contemplated, notification of such unusual conditions shall be delivered to ARCH 

CAPE DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY DISTRICT, Arch Cape, Oregon who shall instruct 

ACCUITY, LLC concerning such additional services. 

 

The review shall be started as soon after this contract is executed as is agreeable to the parties 

hereto and shall be completed and a written report thereon delivered within a reasonable time, 

but not later than December 31 after the close of each annual period covered by this contract. 

Adequate copies of such report shall be delivered to ARCH CAPE DOMESTIC WATER 

SUPPLY DISTRICT, Arch Cape, Oregon, and its form and content shall be in accordance with 

and not less than that required by the Minimum Standards for Reviews of Oregon Municipal 

Corporations. 

 

It is understood and agreed that ARCH CAPE DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY DISTRICT, Arch 

Cape, Oregon is responsible for such financial statements as may be necessary to fully disclose 

and fairly present the results of operations for the period under audit and the financial condition 

at the end of that period.  Should such financial statements not be prepared and presented within 

a reasonable period of time, it is understood that ACCUITY, LLC shall draft them for ARCH 

CAPE DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY DISTRICT, Arch Cape, Oregon. The cost of preparing 

such financial statements shall be included in the fee for conducting the audit as set forth below. 

 

It is understood that this contract is renewable annually for years ending June 30, 2021 and 

thereafter at the option of the City Council with fees to be established by mutual agreement. 

 



























Manager Report June 15, 2018 

 

 

WATER: 

 

Water usage for the month of May was 829,000 gallons. We received 1.38” of rainfall last 

month. Total rainfall is down  20 inches, comparing January through May totals to last year at 

this time. The Asbury Creek intake is online and in use for the season. 

 

Staff and Bob McEwan Construction repaired a prolonged service line leak on Montbrecia Lane 

June 7th, as well as identified a homeowner hose bib on Cannon Rd. left running for 24 hours. 

 

The District’s annual Consumer Confidence Water Quality Report has been completed. A hard 

copy is available at the office.  A notice was placed within the June water invoices directing 

customers with a link directing to the report online on the archcape.com website. 

 

Special Districts Insurance Services (SDIS) conducted a risk management consultation of the 

District on May 8
th

 (see attached document). Our facility was found to be in good condition, with 

the recommendation to complete the Loss Control Program Toolkit Evaluation provided by SDIS 

in the coming year.  This is a hazard control/identification exercise designed to improve the 

overall health and safety of Districts and their employees. We will comply with SDIS’ 

recommendation by the end of summer. 

 

MONTHLY LOG : ARCH CAPE WATER & SANITARY DISTRICTS

May 2018

Total Hours 368.00 0 174.50 193.50

Percentage Split 47% 53%0 0

Total Accounts 631 290 341

Percentage Split 46% 54%  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


	1. All data, records, reports, calculations, documents, and other information previously provided or hereafter provided by EFM to Buyer related to the Property, or its operations, written or oral and whether or not noted thereon to be confidential, and all information obtained by Buyer’s inspection of the Property, and all compilations, analyses and studies prepared by Buyer based upon such information, shall be considered as “Confidential Information,” except: (a) information which at the date hereof is publicly available; (b) information which after the date hereof becomes publicly available through no fault of Buyer, or their Representatives or advisors; (c) information which Buyer can show was in their possession prior to the date hereof and was not acquired by Buyer directly or indirectly from EFM or any other party under an obligation of confidentiality to EFM; and (d) information received by Buyer without restriction as to disclosure from a third party who has the lawful right to disclose the same.
	2. Buyer agrees that the Confidential Information will be used solely for the purpose of evaluating the Potential Transaction, and that such information will be kept confidential by Buyer and its Representatives (defined below); provided, however, that (i) the Confidential Information may be disclosed to any of Buyer’s Representatives who need to know such information for the purpose of evaluating the Potential Transaction (it being understood and agreed that such Representatives shall be informed by Buyer of the confidential nature of such information and the terms of this Agreement and shall be directed by Buyer to treat such information confidentially), and (ii) any disclosure of such information may be made to which EFM consents in advance in writing.  Buyer agrees that Buyer shall be responsible for any breach of the terms of this Agreement by any of its Representatives.  As used in this Agreement, (1) the term “Representative” means a person’s affiliates and its and their directors, officers, employees, agents, advisors (including, without limitation, financial advisors, foresters, forest carbon consultants, counsel and accountants), lenders, and controlling persons, and (2) the term “person” shall be broadly interpreted to include, without limitation, any entity or individual.
	3. Buyer assumes all risks associated with entry upon or inspection of the Property. Buyer hereby waives any and all claims they may now or hereafter have against EFM, known or unknown, of any kind or nature including without limitation personal injury or property damage, arising out of or related to entry upon or inspection of the Property in connection with the Potential Transaction, except claims that may arise from the gross negligence or willful misconduct of EFM or its employees, agents, consultants, contractors, or Representatives.
	4. Buyer hereby agrees to indemnify EFM, its affiliated companies, and their respective officers, members, directors and agents against and hold them harmless from any and all loss, liability claims, damages, cost or expense, including reasonable attorneys fees and costs of litigation, suffered or incurred by either or any of them, and arising out of or related to entry upon the Property by Buyer or its employees, agents, consultants, contractors, or Representatives.
	5. EFM specifically disclaims any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of any information disclosed to Buyer.
	6. Buyer shall not, and shall not permit its Representatives to, reproduce or disclose any Confidential Information received from EFM, or any other Confidential Information obtained by contacting EFM’s designated representatives, or by viewing or making studies of any of the Property, to any third person, in whole or in part, at any time, without the express written permission of EFM.  In the event that Buyer or any of its Representatives receive a request to disclose all or any part of the Confidential Information under the terms of a subpoena, discovery request, or order issued by a court of competent jurisdiction or by another governmental agency, Buyer shall promptly notify EFM of the existence, terms and circumstance surrounding such request so that EFM may seek an appropriate protective order and/or waive compliance with the provisions hereof. If, in the absence of a protective order or the receipt of a waiver hereunder, Buyer or any of its Representatives are nonetheless, in the opinion of counsel, compelled to disclose the Confidential Information or else stand liable for contempt or suffer other censure or penalty, Buyer or such Representative may disclose only such portion of the Confidential Information they are advised by counsel is legally required to be disclosed. Buyer further agrees that Buyer or such Representatives will use its best efforts to preserve the confidentiality of the Confidential Information, including, without limitation, by cooperating with EFM in its efforts to obtain reliable assurance that confidential treatment will be afforded to such portion of the Confidential Information as is required to be disclosed.
	7. If the parties agree not to pursue the Potential Transaction with respect to the Property, Buyer shall return to EFM all information concerning the Property provided by EFM and not retain any copies.
	8. Without the prior written consent of the other party, neither Buyer, EFM nor any of their officers, employees, agents and Representatives will disclose to any person or entity that any investigations, discussions or negotiations are taking place concerning the Potential Transaction between the Buyer and EFM, that Buyer and EFM are considering a transaction concerning the Property, that the Buyer and EFM have entered into this Agreement, or the status of the Potential Transaction. Buyer and EFM understand and agree that no contract or agreement regarding a transaction (other than this Agreement) shall be deemed to exist between them unless and until a definitive agreement has been executed and delivered. Unless and until such a definitive agreement has been executed and delivered, neither party has a legal obligation of any kind whatsoever with respect to any transaction except for matters specifically agreed to in this Agreement.
	9. The parties agree that facsimile or electronic mail signatures are authorized and shall be binding to the same extent as an original signature.
	10. The rights and obligations of the parties under or relating to this Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Oregon (without regard to choice of law provisions). In the event suit or action is filed by any party to enforce this Agreement or with respect to a breach of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover, in addition to all other costs, damages and awards, its reasonable attorney fees at trial, and upon any appeal and petitions for review and any bankruptcy and insolvency proceeding.
	11. This Agreement will terminate three years from the date hereof.
	12. This Agreement contains the entire understanding of the parties relative to the protection of Confidential Information, and the other matters addressed herein and supersedes all prior collateral communications, if any, between the parties regarding the Confidential Information, such other information and such other matters.  No amendment or other modification or waiver of any provision hereof shall be binding unless in writing and signed by you and the Company or unless signed by the party to be bound.

